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ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with several iterative methods for solving some boundary value problems occurring 
in plate deflection theory, making it possible to avoid the lengthy problem preparation which is 
required to solve these problems by finite difference methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall consider the following two-point 
boundary value problem 
(-1)ny (2n) (x) = F[x,y(x)] (1.1) 
y(2i) (a) = A2i, y(2i)(b) = B2i, (0~< i~< n- l)  (1.2) 
and some of its particular cases. Problems of the form 
(1.1), (1.2) occur in plate deflection theory, see [14,16]. 
The analytic solution of (1.1), (1.2), for n=2, 
F[x,y (x)] = -Ky (x)+ L, where K and L are constants i  
given by Timoshenko et. al [16]. In the general case, 
even if F is linear, we resort to numerical techniques. 
Recently Chawla et. al [7], Jain et. al [10], and Usmani 
et. al [17-19] have analysed finite difference methods 
up to 0 (h6). The purpose of this paper is twofold, on 
the One hand to provide conditions in order that the 
problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique solution and on the 
other to give iterative methods to construct the solution. 
The results presented here will be useful before applying 
other numerical techniques and wilt avoid at least for 
the smooth problems the lengthy problem preparation 
which is required to solve these problems by finite differ- 
ence methods. For several other boundary value problems 
a similar analysis is given in [1-5]. 
In what follows we shall assume throughout that the 
function F is continuous in its arguments. 
2. LINEAR EQUATIONS 
Consider the linear differential equation of 2n-th order 
(-1)ny (2n) (x) = f(x)y(x) +g(x) (2.1) 
together with the boundary conditions 
y(2i) (a) = A2i, y(2i)(b) = B2i (0 <~i~< n-l) (2.2) 
where the functions f(x) and g(x) are continuous on 
[a,b]. 
1,emma 2.I 
There exists a unique solution of (2.1) satisfying 
y(i) (x0) = ci (0 ~< i <~ 2n- 1 ) (2.3) 
where x 0 E [a,b]. 
Proof 
Let ui(x ) (0 ~< i~< 2n-1) be the solutions of the homo- 
geneous equation 
(-1)nu (2n) (x) = f(x)u(x) (2.4) 
satisfying 
[10 f°r i=J  
u!i) (x 0) = (2.5) 
J for i:/:j (0<~i,j~< 2n-l) 
and v(x) be the solution of (2.1) satisfying 
v (i) (x0) = 0 (0 <~ i ~< 2n- 1) (2.6) 
then the solution of (2.1) satisfying (2.3) is given by 
2n-1 
y(x)= E +v(x). (2.7) j=O cj uj (x) 
Lemma 2.2 
There exists a unique solution of (2.1), (2.2) provided 
the 2n X 2n matrix 
A= I uj(2i) (a) 
uj(2i) (b) (0~< i<~ n- l ,  0~<j~< 2n-l) 
is nonsingular. 
_Proof 
Since (2.7) also represents any solution of (2.1), it will 
satisfy (2.2) if and only if the algebraic equations 
2n-1 c. u!2i )(a) +v (2i) (a) 
A2i = 
j=O J J  
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2n-1 Z c.u!21)(b)+v(2i)(b) (0~i~n-1) 
B2i j=0 J J 
have a unique solution i.e. the matrix A is nonsingular. 
To find the solution of (2.1), (2.2) lemma 2.2 requires 
2n+l  integrations, 2n to Fmd the solutions ui(x ) of (2.4) 
and one to find the solution v(x) of (2.1). Next we shall 
provide two alternative methods which will convert he 
problem (2.1), (2.2) into its equivalent initial value 
problem and only n integrals of (2.4) are required, thus 
to find the solution of (2.1), (2.2) only n+l  integrations 
are necessary. 
Method A 
Let x 0 = a in lemma 2.1, then from (2.7) on using the 
boundary conditions (2.2) only at the point a, we f'md 
2n-1 
y(x) j=Z 0 (odd) cjuj(x)+w(x) (2.8) 
where 
2n-1 
w(x) = X Ajuj (x) +v(x). (2.9) 
j =0 (even) 
Note that w (x) is a particular solution of (2.1), satisfy- 
ing 
A i for i(even) 
w (i) (a) = (2.10) 
[0 for i(odd) (0~ i~  2n-1) 
and y (x) is a solution of (2.1) 
The unknowns cj (j odd) in (2.8) are obtained on using 
(2.2) at the point b. Thus, to f'md the solution of (2.1), 
(2.2) we require n integrations of (2.4) satisfying 
u (i) r~=[ i f ° r i= j  
(2.11) 
J (°dd)'a' for i :/=j (0~ i~  2n-1) 
and one solution of (2.1) satisfying (2.10). This also pro- 
vides the condition which is necessary and sufficient for 
the problem (2.1), (2.2) to have a unique solution and 
the algebraic equations 
2n-1 
uj( B~i-w(2i) 2i) (b) (b) (0~ i~ n-l) Z = 
j=0 todd) ~J 
(2.12) 
to have a unique solution, that is, the n X n matrix 
= [uj (2i) (b)l (0 ~<j ~ 2n-1 (odd), 0 ~< i~< n-1 A 1 ) 
is nonsingular. This condition is equivalent to the con- 
dition given in lemma 2.2. 
Method B 
Multiplying (2.1) by u(x) and (2.4) by y(x) and sub- 
stracting, we obtain 
(-1)n [y(2n) (x)u (x) - u (2n) (x)y (x)] = g (x) u (x). (2.13) 
On integrating (2.13) from a to b, we Fred 
2F1 (-1)n i=O (-1)iy(2n-i-1) (x) u (i) (x)1~ = fabg(x)u(x)dx. 
(2.14) 
To use equality (2.14) we integrate (2.4) backward h
times, with the terminal conditions 
( i )  [10 f°r i= J  
= (2.15) 
uJ (°dd) (b) for i :/: j (0~ i~  2n-l). 
Substituting (2.15) in (2.14) and using (2.2), we get 
2n-1 • uj (" = 2n-l~ A, uj(i)(a) 
y(2n-l-1)(a) 1)(a) i=O(odd) 2n-i-1 i= 0 (even) 
-B2n_j_l - (-1) n fa b g(x)uj(x)dx (j odd). (2.16) 
The generation of (2.16) is n equations in n unknowns 
y(2j + 1)(a) ' 0 ~< j ~< n-1. Hence to find the solution of 
(2.1), (2.2) we need n backward integrations of" (2.4) 
with the conditions (2.15) and one integration of (2.1) 
with the obtained values of y(i)(a) (i odd) and known 
values y(i) (a) (i even). As in method A, (2.16) provides 
the necessary and sufficient condition for a unique 
solution of (2.1), (2.2) to exist, the n X n rfiatrix 
= [uj (i) Ca)] ( 0 ~<i~< 2n-1 (even), 0 ~ j  ~< 2n-l(oaa)) A2 
is nonsingular. 
In method A we require n integrals of (2.4) satisfying 
(2.11), and in method B satisfying (2.15). Thus method 
A is a forward process whereas method B is a backward 
process. For the smooth problems where f(x) is well 
behaved for calculations purposes there will be no 
advantage in one method over the other, but if a problem 
is stable from the forward but is unstable from the 
backward, then method A must be preferred, whereas 
for the reverse situation method B is more suitable. The 
required integrals can be obtained up to any order of 
accuracy on using several existing methods for the initial 
value problems. 
Example 
Consider the boundary value problem 
y(4) (x) = y (x) +4e x 
y(0) = 0, y(1) = e, y"(0) = 2, y"(1) = 3e 
for which the unique solution is y (x) = xe x. 
Following the notations of method A, it is easy to verify 
that 
w(x) = sinx - e x +e-X+ xe x 
1 • 1 e x _ le -x  Ul(X ) = ~ smx + 
1 • 1 e x u3(x )=-~smx+~ _ le -x .  
The equations (2.12) are 
1 1 -1 ]+c3[_ l s in l+ le_~e ] C l [~S in l+~.e_~ e _  1 -1  
= e - sin1 - e "1 (2.17) 
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1 _1e-1]+c31sin1+41__e 1 -1 C l [ - l s in l+~e [~ -~e ] 
= e +sin1 - e -1. (2.18) 
The solution of (2.17), (2.18) is c I = 1, c 3 = 3 which 
agrees with the values y'(0),y"(0) obtained from the 
known solution. 
Now using the notations of method B, we find 
u 1 (x) = ~-1 sin (x_l) +¼ eX-1 _ 41 e l -x  
l s in (x_ l )+ lex -11  1-x u3(x ) = - ~ ~ e 
and equations (2.16) are the same as (2.17) and (2.18) 
with c I and c 3 replaced by y'(0) and y"'(0). 
3. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Lemma 3. I 
The polynomial P2n (x) of degree 2n satisyf'mg 
(-1)np (2n) (x) = 1 
(3.1) 
P2n.) (a)/9; = P~:') (b)rg; = 0, (0<~ i~< n- l )  
is nonnegative. Also 
max P~ (x)~< [b~]  n • (3.2) 
a~<x~<b .on," t o t  
Proof 
The polynomial P2n (x) satisfying the above conditions 
can be represented as
P2n(X) = lab G(X,tn) lab G (tn,tn_l) b • ..f~ G(t2,tl)dtldt2..- 
... dtn (3.3) 
where G(x,t) is the Green's function of the boundary 
value problem 
-y"(x) = O, y(a) = y(b) = 0 
i .e. 
"(t-a) (b-x) a~<t~<x~<b 
G(x,t) = (b-a) 
(x-a) (b-t) a~<x~t~<b. 
(b-a) 
Since G(x,t)>~ 0 for all a~< x<~ b, a~< t~< b the f'trst part 
of the lemma follows. Next, from the relation 
1 (x -a) (b-x)~ 1 (b_a)2 f :  G(x,t)dt = ~ 
the inequality (3.2) follows from (3.3). 
In what follows, we shall denote A{f(x)} to represent 
f :G  (X, tn) lab G (tn,tn_ 1 )... 
• .. fabG(t2,tl) f (t l )dt ldt2 ... dt n. 
3.1. Existence and uniqueness 
Theorem 3.2 
Let M > 0 be given a real number and let Q be the 
maximum of IF (x,y)l on the compact set 
{(x,y) :a~<x~<b, lyl~< 2M). 
Then, if 
Q max (x) ~< M (3.4) a~x~b P2n 
max d (x)l ~< M (3.5) 
a~<x~<b 
where d (x) is the (2n-1)-th degree polynomial satisfy- 
ing (1.2), the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a 
solution. 
Proof 
The boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) is equivalent 
tO 
y(x) = £(x) q-A {F[x,y(x)l}. 
The set 
B[a,b] = (y(x) : y(x) E C [a,b], IlyLI ~ 2M} 
where 
Ilyll = max [y (x)l 
a~<x~<b 
is a closed, convex subset of the Banach space C[a,b]. 
The mapping T : C [a,b]-}C(2n) [a,b] def'med by 
(Ty) (x) = £ (x) + A {F[x,y (x)]} (3.6) 
is completely continuous. For y E B [a, b], we have from 
hmma 3.1 
I(Ty) (x)l ~< max [£(x)I+QA[1] 
a~<x~b 
<~ M + Q max P2n (x). 
a~<x<~b 
Thus conditions (3.4) and (3.5) imply that T maps 
B[a,b] into itself. It. then follows from the Schauder 
fixed point theorem that T has a f~xed point in B [a,b]. 
The fixed point is a solution of the stated boundary 
value problem. 
Corollary 3.3 
Assume the function F (x,y) satisfies the condition 
IF(x,y)[ ~< c o +c I lyl a (3.7) 
for all a ~< x ~< b, y E R, where 0 < a < 1. Then the 
boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a solution. 
Proof 
Since here Q<~ c o +c I (2M) a and 0< a< 1, the result 
follows by taking M sufficiently large so that inequalities 
(3.4) and (3.5) hold. 
Theorem 3.2 is a local existence theorem whereas corol- 
lary 3.3 does not require any condition on the length 
of the interval or the boundary conditions. The question 
of what happens ff a = i is considered in the next 
theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4 
Assume the function F (x,y) satisfies the condition 
IF (x,y)l ~< L 0 + L 1 lyl (3.8) 
for all a~< x<~ b, y E R. Then, the boundary value 
problem (1.1), (1.2) has a solution for all A2i, B2i, 
i= 0, 1 ..... n-1 provided 
/9 = L 1 max P2n(X)< 1. (3.9) 
a~<x~b 
Proof 
Let £ = L 1 max I (x)l. Define S as the set of functions 
a<~x~b 
2n times continuously differentiable on [a,b] and satisfy- 
ing the boundary conditions (1.2). If we introduce in S 
the metric 
p(yl,Y2)= max ly~2n)(x)-y~2n)(x)[ (yl,Y2 E S) 
a~<x~b 
then, S becomes a complete metric space. Dei~me the 
mapping T : S -+ S as in (3.6). We shall show that T 
maps a sphere of radius (L0+ £)/(1-0) of the space S in- 
to itself. Indeed, if y E S and p (y, 1) ~< (L0+d)/(1 -O), 
then 
p(Ty,~)= max IF[x,y(x)]l 
a~x~b 
~< L0+L 1 max ly(x)-£(x)+£(x)l  
a<~x~b 
~<L0+£+L 1 max ly(x)-£(x)l .  (3.10) 
a~<x~<b 
Next, any y E S can be represented as
y(x) - £ (x) = A[(-1)ny(2n) (x)] 
and hence 
ly(x)-£(x i l~ max P2n(X) max [y(2n)(x)l. 
a~x~b a~x~b (3.11) 
Using (3.11) in (3.10), to obtain 
p(Ty, J~)~<L0+£+0 max ly(2n)(x)[ 
a~<x~b 
< L 0 +£ +0 (L0+ £)/(1-0) = (L0+ £)/(1-0). 
Now it follows by Schauder's fixed point theorem that T 
has at least one fixed point. Thus, the problem (1.1), 
(1.2) has at least one solution y (x) satisfying 
[y (2n) (x)[ <~ (L 0 + £)/(1-0). 
Hence from (3.11), it follows that 
ly(x)- £(x)i'~ < (L0+£)/(1-0) max P2n(X). 
a~<x~b 
Definition 
The function f(x,y) is said to be of Lipschitz class if for 
all (x,y 1), (x,y2) E [a,b ]R, the following is satisfied 
IF (x,Yl) - F (x,Y2)l < K ly 1 -y2 I. (3.12) 
Theorem 3.5 
Let F(x,y) be of Lipschitz class. Then, if 
a=K max P2n(X)<l  (3.13) 
a~x~b 
the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique 
solution. 
Proof 
We shall show that the mapping T de£med on the metric 
space S in theorem 3.4 is contracting. Indeed, we find 
that for y l ,y  2 E S 
o(TYl,TY2)= max [F[X,Yl(X)]-V[x, Y2(X)][ 
a~x~b 
K max lYl(X)-Y2(X)l. 
a~x~b 
From (3.11) it follows that 
p(TYl'TY2)~K a~x~bmax P2n(X) a~x~bmax ly~2n)(x)-y~2n)(, 
= a O (Yl'Y2)" 
Thus, the mapping T in S has one fLxed point, and this 
is equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution for the problem (1.1), (1.2). 
3.2. Best possible result 
Theorem 3.6 
Let F(x,y) be of Lipschitz dass. Then, if 
K (~)  2n < 1 (3.14) 
the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique 
solution. Inequality (3.14) is the best possible. 
Proof 
Let S be the space of continuous functions on [a,b] 
with the norm 
Ilyll = max [y(x)l 
a~<x~b w(x) 
where w(x) is a positive or possibily nonnegative con- 
tinuous function. Define the mapping T on this space S 
as in (3.6), then it follows that 
lYl(X) -Y2(x)l ] ITYl(X)-TY2(X)[ 1 A Kw(x) 
~< w-~x) A [w(x)] Ily 1-y211. 
Let us assume that we can fred w(x) in such a way that 
K A [w(x)] =/3< 1 (3.15) w(x) 
then, IITy 1-Ty211 <~/3 Ily 1 -Y211 and the contraction 
mapping priciple is applicable. It is easy to show that 
fa b G(x,t)sin ~ d t  = (b_~)2 sin ~(bX_'-a~) 
thus, we find 
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K . A[sinlr(x-a)] = K(b~a)2n 
(b -a}  - -  
ku-,,/ 
hence, for this choice ofw(x) = sin ~ ,  condition 
(3.15) is satisfied. Thus if (3.14) is satisfied there exists 
a unique solution of (1.1), (1.2). Further note that in 
the case of equality in (3.14) the boundary value 
problem 
(-1)ny(2n) (x) = Ky (x) (3.16) 
y(2i)(a) = y(2i)(b)= 0 (0~<i<~n-1) (3.17) 
• l r (x -a~ has a trivial as well as a nontrivial solution sm in 
(b-a) ' 
fact an infinite number of solutions. This observation 
shows that inequality (3.14) cannot be replaced by an 
equality. 
3.3. Lipschitz condition over a compact region 
In general, if the function F (x,y) satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition over a compact region then the problem (1.1), 
(1.2) may not have a unique solution e.g. the problem 
y"(x) = e-Y (x), y(0) = y(1) = 0 has two solutions 
Yi(X) = 2 {log [cosh [~ (x - l ) ] ] - log  [cosh (~)]} 
where c. (i = 1,2) are the solutions of c = ~ cosh (c/4), 
for more details ee [11] and [15]. Here we shall consider 
the case when F (x,y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
over a compact region and for this we shall need the 
following lemma :
Lemma 3.7 [8] 
Let T map a ball B = {w : IIw -Y011 ~</a} of a complete 
normed linear space S into S. If there is an a E (0,1) 
such that for u,v E B 
IlTu -Wvll ~< a {lu -vii (3.18) 
and if 
IITy 0 - Y011 ~</a ( l -a)  (3.19) 
then T has a unique fixed point y in B. If T maps the 
ball B into itself, then the condition (3.19) can be 
omitted. 
Theorem 3.8 
Let the function F (x,y) satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
(3.12) on 
D = {(x,y) : a<~ x~< b, Ilyll~ < N) 
where N satisfies either 
m:max P2n(X)~<N0-a ) (3.20) 
a~<x~b 
if m= max [F(x,0)[, or merely 
a~<x~b 
M max P2n(X)~< N (3.21) 
a<~x~b 
ifM = max [F(x,y)[ 
D 
where a is defined in (3.13). Then the boundary value 
problem (1.1), (3.17) has one and only one solution y(x) 
such that (x,y) E D. 
Proof 
Let S be the space of continuous functions on [a,b] 
with the norm 
[[yl[ = max [y(x)[. 
a~<x~b 
We shall show that the mapping T : S-~ S defined by 
(Ty) (x) = A (F[x,y (x)]} (3.22) 
satisfies the conditions of lemma 3.7. 
Let Y0(X) = 0 and B be the ball {wE S : Ilwl[ <~ N}. Then, 
if Yl(X)'Y2(X) E B, it follows that 
[(TYl) (x)-(TY2) (x)[<~ A {IF[X,Yl(X)]-F[x,y 2 (x)]l} 
~< A [K[Yl(X ) - Y2(X)[] 
K A [1] Ily I -Y2[I 
<~ a[ly 1 -Y2ll 
and hence IITy 1 -TY211 ~< a[ly 1 -Y211. 
To apply lemma 3.7, we need to show that (3.19) holds. 
Let (3.20) hold, then we have 
I(TY0) (x)l<~ A [IF (x,0)l] 
~mA[1]  
~<m max P,~n(X). 
a~<x~<b 
Hence, we find 
IITY011 <~ N(1-a). 
Next, let (3.21) hold, then for any y(x)EB,  we have 
ly(x)[~< N, hence by the hypothesis M = max IF(x,y)l 
and it follows that D 
I(Ty) (x)l ~< A {IF[x,y (x)ll) 
~<MA[X] 
~< M max (x). a~<x<~b P2n 
Thus IITyI[ <~ N. 
Example 
For the problem y"(x) = e -y(x), y(0) = y(1) = 0, we 
consider D = {(x,y) : 0<~ x<~ 1, Ilyll ~< N}. It is easy to 
1 N =I ,M e N.Thusfrom note thatK=e N,a=ge ,m = 
theorem 3.8 if l eN< 1 or N<log 8 - 2.079 and 
-~<~ N(1-1e  N ) (3.23) 
or  
l e N ~< N (3.24) 
there exists a unique solution. If I[yll ~< 2.079 clearly 
(3.23) and (3.24) are satisfied. From the exact solutions 
Yl (x) drops down to -0.1405... and Y2 (x) to -4.0916 .... 
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3.4. A new error bound 
The fact that T is in S a contraction mapping means 
among other things that under the conditions that F is 
of Lipschitz class and inequality (3.14) is satisfied, the 
unique solution of the boundary value problem (1.1), 
(1.2), can be obtained by the method of successive 
approximations. For example, the iterates 
Y0 (x) = ~ (x) 
Yn+ 1 (x) = £ (x) + A {F[x,Yn(X)] } (3.25) 
n = 0,1,2 .... 
converges to y(x), the solution of (1.1), (1.2). 
Following the proof of theorem 3.6, it follows that there 
is a/~ > 1 such that 
(/~K) (b~--k)2n = 1 (3.26) 
and the problem 
(x) = pA[K~ (x)] (3.27) 
or equivalently 
(_l)n ~(2n)(x) = pK~ (x) 
~b (2i) (a) = qj(2i)(b) = 0 (0<i~<n-1) (3.28) 
has a nontHvial solution ~ (x). To determine ~ complete- 
ly (till now it is determined only up to an arbitrary 
multiplicative constant) we impose the condition that 
"(a) = 1. Then it is always possible to choose C to be 
the smallest possible constant such that 
A[1]~ C ~(x) (3.29) 
P 
Now write Yn(X) and y(x) in the form 
n-1 
Yn (x) = k__£0 [Yk+l(X) - Yk(X)] + Y0(X) 
oo  
y(x) = k£__O [Yk+l (x) -yk(x)] +Yo(X) 
so that 
oo  
!y(x)-Yn(X)l ~< kZ=n lyk+ 1 (x)-Yk(X)l. (3.30) 
We shall estimate the right side of (3.30) by repeated use 
of (3.29). First 
lY2(X) -Yl(X)l ~ A {IF[x,y l(x)] - F [x,Y0(x)ll ) 
<~ A [Klyl(x ) -Yo(X)l] 
~< K fly I -yo[l A[1] 
~< Klly I -y0[I C~(x) // 
and an easy induction on k gives 
lYk+l(X)-Yk(X)] ~ Kl]yl-Y0U C ~---~. (3.31) 
Using (3.31) in (3.30), we find the error estimate 
[y(x) -yn(X)l ~ Kl]y 1-y0[] C~(x) (1)n (1- ~) .1-1 (3.32) 
The error bound obtained in (3.32) satisfies the same 
boundary conditions as y(x) -Yn(X) i.e. (3.17). 
3.5. An approximate s quence 
In practical evaluation the theoretical sequence (Yn(X)} 
generated by the iterative scheme (3.25) is approximated 
by the computed sequence, say {Yn (x)}. The function 
F is approximated by say F*. Therefore the computed 
sequence (Yn(X)} satisfies the recurrence r lation 
y~(x) = £ (x) 
Y +I(X) = £(x) + * * A(F [X,Yn(X)] ) (3.33) 
n = 0,1,2,.... 
The integrations are performed exactly, neglecting 
rounding error. Let us suppose that, for all k~ 1 
max IF[x,y~(x)]= * * F [x,Yk(X)]~< ~
a~<x~<b 
then, it follows that 
n (2n) n *(2n) 
[(-1) Ykq-l(X)-(-1) Yk+l (x)l 
= [Y~ (x)- yk (+2;) (x)' 
~< max IF[x,Yk(X)l-F [x,Yk(X)]l 
a<~x~<b 
~< max [F[X,Yk(X)]-F[X,Yk(X)]l 
a~<x~b 
+ max {F[x,y~(x)]-F*[x,y~(x)]l 
a<~x~<b 
~<K max [Yk(X)-y~(x)l +8. (3.34) 
a~<x~<h 
Next, Yk(X) - Yk(X) can be represented as
Yk(X)-Yk(X) = A ((-1)n[y(k2n)(x)-yk(2n)(x)]} 
thus, we find 
lYk(X)-Yk(X)l ~ a~xaX b lY(k2n)(x)-yk(2n)(x)l A[1] 
max ly~2n)(x)-y:(2n)(x)l max 
a~x~b -- -- a~x~b P2n(X)" 
(3.35) 
Using (3.35) in (3.34), to obtain 
(2n)  *(2n) 
[Yk+l(x)-Yk+l (x)]~<a <..mx~b[y~2n)(x)-yk(2n)(x)l+$ 
(3.36) 
where a is def'med in (3.13). 
From (3.36) it follows that, for all k 
max ly~2n)(x) -Yk (2n)(x)t ~< i"-L~'8 (3.37) 
a<x~<b 
Finally, using (3.37) in (3.35) we fred, for all k 
]Yk(X)-y~(x)] ~< ~ a~x~b P2n(X)" (3.38) 
Inequality (3.38) shows that if~ is small the accumulated 
error obtained by computing the * " sequence {Yn(X)} is small. 
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3.6. Quasilinearization 
The iterative scheme (3.25) for the problem (1.1), (1.2) 
dates back to Picard [ 12,13] and is a natural generaliza- 
tion of method of successive approximations for the 
functional equation ~b(x) = 0. For the boundary value 
problems the generalization of the Newton-Raphson 
method or so called quasilinearization has attracted con- 
siderable attention in recent years. Although the tech- 
nique as originally developed by Bellman and Kalaba [6] 
was motivated by dynamic programming, it is not 
necessary to know or to employ dynamic programming 
to use quasilinear methods. For the problem (1.1), (1.2) 
the iterative scheme is defined as follows : 
n (2n) 
(-1) Ym+l(X) 
aF[x,Ym(X)] 
= F[x,Ym(X)] +C[Ym+l (x) -Ym(X)] ~Ym(X) 
m = 0,1,2 .... (3.39) 
where c is any nonnegative constant. 
In (3.39), Y0(X) is any continuous function satisfying 
the boundary conditions. For each m the equation (3.39) 
is solved with the conditions that Ym+l(X) satisfy (1.2). 
Thus the problem (1.1), (1.2) is being reduced to solving 
the sequence of problems (3.39) satisfying (1.2), we 
shall denote this as {Ym(X)}. It has been mentioned in 
the literature that the sequence {Ym(X)}, (even for more 
complicated problems) under certain conditions on F 
will actually exist and converge in a suitable space pro- 
vided the length of the interval b-a is sufficiently small. 
Here we shall bbtain an explicit lower bound on b-a, it 
would be of great advantage before applying the method. 
The set 
B[a,b]= {y(x) : y(x)~C[a,b], Ily-£11~ 1} 
where Ilyll = max ly(x)l, and £(x)as defined in theorem 
a<~x~<b 
3.2, is a dosed, convex subset of the Banach space 
C[a,b]. 
Theorem 3.9 
Let us assume 
(i) F(x,y) be continuous over [a,b]X B, and hende bounded 
by L 
(il) BF[x,y(x)] exist and continuous over [a,b] X B, and ay(x) 
hence bounded by K. 
Then, i fk = (L*+cK) max P2n(X)/(1-ca)<l,where 
a~<x~b 
1 > ca and a is defined in (3.13), and L* = max{L,K} 
the sequence generated by (3.39) with IlY0-1~ll ~< 1 con- 
verges uniformly to the unique solution of (1.1), (1.2) 
say y(x)EB. A bound on the error is given by 
IlYm-yll ~< km(1-k) -1 IlYl-Y011. (3.40) 
/'roof 
First, we shall show that the sequence {Ym(X)} exists 
in B. We define an implicit operator T
Ty(x) = £ (x) +A (F[x,y(x)] +c[Ty(x)-y(x)] aF [x,y(x)l_ } 
ay(x) 
(3.41) 
whose form is patterned on the integral equation 
representation f (3.39). 
Since Y0(X) E B, it is sufficient o show that, if y(x) E B 
then Ty(x) EB, i.e. Tis a mapping from B into B. From 
(3.41), we have 
ITy(x) - £ (x)l < A[IF[x,y(x)]l] +A[clTy(x)-y(x)l 
aF[x,y(x)] I] 
" ay(x) 
~< L A[1] +cK IITy-yll A[1] 
max P,~n(X) ~< L max P2n(X)+cK[[ITy-£11+IIy-£11] a~< <~b ~
a~<x~b 
and hence 
IlWy-£11~< (L*+cK) max P2n(X)+Cal[Wy -£11 
a<~x~b 
or  
IITy- £11 ~< k. 
Thus, the sequence {Ym(X)}exists in B, provided k ~< 1. 
Next, we shall show that the sequence {Ym(X)} con- 
verges, for this we have 
Ym+l(X) - Ym(X) = A {F[~,Ym(X)] 
aF[x,Ym(X)] 
+ c [Ym+l(X) -- Ym(X)l ~Ym(X) F [X,Ym_ 1 (x)] 
- C[Ym(X ) -Ym_l(X)] ~F[x'Ym-l(X)] 
~Ym_l(X) )" 
Thus, it follows that 
lym+ l(x) - Ym(X)l ~< A flF [X,Ym(X)] - F [X,Ym_ 1 (x)]l 
+ cK lyre+ l(X)- Ym(X)l + cKlYm(X ) - Ym-1 (x)l} 
~< A[KlYm(X ) - Ym_l(X)l + cKlYm+l (x) -Ym(X)l 
+ cKlYm(X) - Ym-1 (x)l] 
~< [(L* +cK) llYm-Ym_lll +cKIlYm+l-Ymll] 
, max P2n(X) 
a~<x~<b 
and hence 
IlYm+ 1 -Ymll ~< kliy m - Ym_lll 
or  
[iYm+ 1 -Ymll ~< km ilYl -y0l[ (3.42) 
Since, k < 1 the sequence {Ym(X)} converges to a 
solution of (1.1), (1.2) say y(x)EB. 
Now let y*(x) be any other solution of (1.1), (1.2) then, 
we have 
lYm+l(X) -y*(x)l ~< A {IF [X,Ym(X)]- F[x,y*(x)]l 
I artx,Ym(X)! 
+c [Ym+l(X) -Ym(X)l" I aYm(X ) I } 
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~< [L* Ily m -y*ll +cK IlYm+ 1 - Ymll] A[I]  
[L* IlYm-y*ll + cK IlYm+ 1 -y*ll + cKllYm- y'Ill 
. max  V~ (~) 
a~<x~<b zn 
and hence 
[lYm+ 1 - y*ll ~< klly m -y*ll 
or  
Ily m-  y*ll ~< kmllY0 - y*ll 
since k< 1, it follows that lim Ym(X) = y*(x), 
m~-~ 
thus y(x) = y*(x). This shows that the sequence {Ym(X)} 
converges to a unique solution of (1.1), (1.2). 
The error bound follows from the triangular inequality 
IlYm+p -Ym [[ ~" i=~lllYm+i - Ym+i-1 [[ 
and from (3.42) 
IlYm+p- -mY I[ ~ i='1 ~ km+i-111yl, -ynllv ~ km(1-k)-I IlYl-Y011 
culated solution i.e. 
~y(x) = Y(true)(X) - Y(calc)(X) (3.46) 
the new starting values are found from 
y(2i)(a) = A2i, 0 ~ i~ n-1 
y(2i+l) (a) = [y(calc)(a)](2i+l)+[~y(a)](2i+1), (3.47) 
0~i~n-1 .  
Note that in the right side of (3.47), the first term 
represents he assumed trial values and the second term 
is known from (3.45). 
The equation (3.44) for ~y(x) is only an approximate 
equation, so the process of finding the true solution will 
be an iterative process, hence (3.45) and (3.47) are 
better written as 
2~1 (k) . . . . .  (2n-i-l) (k)~ (i). ,, 
i=~(even) ' t°y~a)l " tuj ~a)l 
= _ (k ) [3y(b) ] (2n- j -1 )  
(j odd) 
(k+l)[y(2i)(a)] = A2i , 0~< i<~ n-1 
(3.48) 
and now taking p->oo. 
3.7. Construction of the solution 
Here we shall show that the methods given in section 2 
can be used in an iterative way to construct the solution 
of the problem (1.1), (1.2). Since we shall convert he 
problem (1.1), (1.2) into its equivalent initial value 
problem we shall assume the existence, uniqueness and 
stability of the solutions. 
Assume trial values of y(2i+l)(a), (0~ i~  n-l)  and in- 
tegrate (1.1) with these values and the given y(2i)(a), 
(0~ i~  n- l )  to obtain the solution y(x). Consider a 
nearby solution y(x)+~y(x), where 6y(x) is called the 
variation, a frst order correction to y(x) to produce the 
actual solution of (1.1), (1.2). 
The differential equation of the nearby solution is 
(-1)n[y(x)+ ~y(x)](2n) = F[x,y(x)+~y(x)]. (3..43) 
Expanding the right side of (3.43) in a Taylor's series up 
to and including first order term, we obtain the variation- 
al equation 
(_l)n[Sy(x)](2n) = BF[x,y(x)] ~y(x). (3.44) 
By(x) 
In (2.4) we take f(x) = BF[x,y(x)] and integrate n times 
By(x) 
with the conditions (2.15). For (3.44) and (2.4) the 
identity (2.14) takes the form 
2n~1 rS ,  ,,(2n-i-I) ( i ) , ,  
i=~(even)t yka)l uj [a)=-[~y(b)] (2n-j-l) 
(j odd) (3.45) 
and we calculate the values of [By(a)] (2i+1), 
(0 ~ i~  n-l) from these equations. 
Since we have interpreted the variation ~y(x) to be the 
difference between the true but unknown and the cal- 
(k+l)[y(2i+l)(a)]= (k)[Y(calc)(a)](2i+l)+(k)[~y(a)],(2i+1) 
0~ i~  n=l. (3.49) 
The process will terminate when ~y(x) is sufficiently 
small ( a preassigned tolerance). 
Thus for the problem (1.1), (1.2) method B is used in 
an iterative process which computes only the correction 
to the trial values for y(2i+l)(a), (0~ i~  n-l). 
Similarly to apply the method A, in (2.4) we take 
f(x) = BF[x,y(x)] and integrate n times with the con- 
3y(x) 
ditions (2.11), the solution of (3.44) satisfying 
8y(i)(a) = O, (0~< i~< 2n-1) is the trivial solution. The 
corrections to the (k+l)-th iteration 
(k)[~y(a)](2i+l), (0~ i~< n-l)  are obtained from the 
equations 
2n-1 y~ (k)[~ y (a)] (2n_i_l). (k) [U~2nn_~!~l) (b)] 
i= 0 (even) - - 
= (k) [Sy(b)](2n-j~l) (j odd) (3.50) 
which are essentially (2.12). For the (k+l)-th iteration 
the new starting values are taken as (3.49). 
3.8. Convergence and error analysis 
For the problem (1.1), (1.2) the missing conditions 
y(2i+ 1)(a), (0 ~ i ~ n-l) are obtained by an iterative 
process. We solve (3.48) or (3.50) to obtain 
(k)[~y(a)](2n-i-1) (i even) and the next (k+l)-th 
iteration is obtained from (3.49). 
Denote the solution of (1.1), (1.2) as 
y[x,y(a),y'(a) ..... y(2n-1)(a)] which is continuously 
dependent on given and assumed y(i)(a), C0 ~ i~  2n-l). 
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If we define 
~0(2n_j_l)(b) = B2n_j_l- y(2n-j-1)(b,.) (j odd) (3.51) 
then solving (1.1), (1.2) is equivalent to f'mding 
y(2i+l)(a), (0 ~< i~< n-l)  for which ~0(2n_j_l)(b ) = 0, 
(j odd). 
Assume that the k-th approximation to the value 
(k)[y(2i+l) (a)], (0~< i~< n-l)  has been found. Newton's 
method gives as the (k+l)-th approximation by the 
equations (j odd) 
(k) [~(2n-j-1)(b)] 
2n-1 [a~0(2n_j_l)(b)] [ + ~ (k) (k+l)[y(2n-i-1)(a) ] 
i=0 [ay(2n-i-1)(a) ]"  
_ (k) [y(2n-i-1)(a)]] = 0. 
J 
Since (k+l) [y(2n-i-1)(a) ] = (k)[y(2n-i-1)(a)], (i odd) 
it follows from (3.49) that 
(k) [~(2n_j_l) (b)] 
2n-1 (k) [a~(2n-i-lXb)] (k)[~v(a~l(2n-i-1) 0. + Y~ . = [ay(2n-i-l)(~] . . . .  (j odd) i=0(even) 
(3.52) 
Using (3.46) and (3.51) in (3.52), to get 
(k) [ay(b)] (2n-j-l) 
2n-1 _ ~ (k) [ay(2n-j-1)(b,.)] (k) . . . . .  (2n- i - I ) _^ 
i=0(even) [ay(2n_i_l)(a ) ]. Ioy[a)j -u .  
(j odd) (3.53) 
Equations (3.53) represent the total variation in 
y(2n-j-1) at the point b. Comparing the coefficients of 
[/iy(a)] (2n-i- l) (i even) from (3.48) and (3.53), we find 
(k) u (i) (a)] = - (k) [ay(2n-j-1)(b,.)] (3.54) 
[ J [ ay(2n-i-1)(a)] (i even, j odd) 
also from (3.50) and (3.53), we obtain 
(k)ru(2n-j-1)tb~] = (k) [ay(2nq71)(b,.)] 
" 2n-i-1 " "~ [ ay(2n-~-l)(a) J(ieven, j odd)" 
(3.55) 
Thus, the method used to find the missing 
y(2i+l)(a), (0 ~< i~< n-l)  is equivalent to Newton's 
method to solve the system of equations. Hence Kan- 
torovich's ufficient heorem ([9], p. 367) can be applied 
to furnish a theoretical basis for the convergence of the 
process and an estimate of the rate of convergence. 
4.  SOME EXAMPLES 
Here we illustrate the two methods discussed in sections 
2 and 3.7 by the following boundary value problems 
y(iV)(x) = xy(x) - (11 + 9x + x 2 + -x 3) exp (5¢) 
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y(-1) = 0, y"(-1) = 2/e, y(1) = 0, y"(1) = -6e. (4.1) 
y(iV)(x) = 6 exp [-4 y(x)] - 12(1+x) -4 
(4.2) 
y(0) = 0, y"(0) = -1, y(1) = log2, y"(1) = -1/4. 
The problem (4.1) has a unique solution y(x) = (1-x2)e x
whereas y(x) = log (1 +x) is the unique solution of (4.2). 
Both of these problems are solved on using finite- 
difference methods in [7]. 
For both (4.1) and (4.2) we use the Runge-Kutta method 
of order 4 with step size h = (b-a)/N. In applying 
method B for (4.1), the integral term is calculated by 
Simpson's rule. For (4.2), the required values at xi+h/2 
are calculated using an Hermite "interpolation formula. 
The error IIEII = max ly(xi)-Y(xi)l, x i=  a+ih is 
0~i<~N 
presented in the following tables. 
TABLE 1. Equation (4.1). 
N Method A Method B 
8 3 .1  E-3 1 .4  E-2 
16 2.1 E-4 8.3 E-4 
32 1.4 E-5 5.1 E-5 
TABLE 2. Equation (4.2), starting values y'(0) = 0, 
y'"(0) = 0. 
5th iteration 
N 
Method A Method B 
8 1 .4  E-5 1 .4  E-5 
16 8.3 E-7 8.3 E-7 
32 5.4 E-8 5.4 E-8 
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